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WOOD HARDEITIER is a moisture hardened one component
resin for hardening rotten and decaying wood. Just think
about it - all wood contains some moisture so a resin that
actually uses moisture to harden has a distinct advantage
over any system that does not, The Wood Hardener is easily
applied, by brush, and penetrates deep into the fibres of the
wood bonding them together to provide a solid matrix of
wood fibres and resin, When cured the surface will be tough
and hard, sealing the surface from further water
penetration.

APPLICATIONS For hardening and consolidating all rotten
and decayed wood such as window and door frames. Also for
repairing non structural beams or wooden panels. Plywood
can be re-laminated with wood hardener, When used for this
purpose, after thoroughly saturating the de-laminated ply.
clamp the area using reasonably thick polythene sheeting as
a release film. Once hardened the polythene can be peeled
away. Can be used for internal or external repairs.

Wood Hardener can also be used as a prrmer for paint on soft
wood. This is particularly so when soft wood is used
externally since it will provide a moisture proof barrier.

SURFACE PREPARATION All loose or very soft wood and
wood dust should be removed, within reason, to a fairly
sound base, Although Bonda Wood Hardener is moisture
hardened the wood should be reasonably dry since the drier
the wood the deeper the penetration. To maximize
penetration, small holes can be drilled providing the wood is
not so rotten as to cause greater damage.

Any areas not to be treated should be protected. When
clamps are used place reasonably thick polythene sheeting
between the wood hardener and clamps or battens. Once
hardened the polythene sheeting can be peeled away,

HOW TO USE Apply liberally by brush, saturating the wood.
Allow each application to be absorbed into the wood before
making the next application. lt is preferable for this process
to be continuous since this will enable the deepest
penetration, depending on the friability or rottenness of the
wood. For maximum consolidation this process should be
continued until a surface film is formed, Bonda Wood
Hardener can also be injected using a syringe.

SURFACE FlLtlNG To re-surface the hardened wood use a
two component wood filler, Bonda Woodfill. This will enable
the hardened wood to be filled level with the sound wood
and permanently surface the rotted area. The filler can be
applied as soon as the surface of the wood hardener has
become finger tacky. Alternativelv it can be f illed later. When
the filler is hard it can be sanded to a fine dense surface and
then painted.

Closs and other synthetic paints can be applied directly to
Wood Hardener. In this case allow the Wood Hardener to
harden for 24 hours. When using externally always protect
the Wood Hardener from U,V. (Ultra Violet Ligh0 with a coat
of paint,

Bonda wood Hardener - hardens wood for good.

Superb 2 component filler for wood,
Rapid setting, hardens without surface
tackiness. Easy sanding, minimal paper

clogging. ln a range of colours.

One component neutral colour
pre-treatment for veneer. Fine grain

surface filler for plywood & chipboard.
Apply by cloth - brush - spray.

Stains beautifully. Available in cream or
dark. Carves like wood. Takes nails and
screws without cracking. ldeal for MDF.

Wood & grain filler for hard or soft
wood. An air dried one part filler for
small holes, splits, pin holes and filling

grain. For interior or exterior in a range

For hard or soft wood, Available in
cream or dark, Stains beautifully. For

interior or exterior.

A moisture cured damp sealant for
concrete - brick - plaster.

A moisture cured varnish for wood
metal - concrete - cork - lino. Tough

coating, good UV light stability.

of colours.



WOODFIIL 2 Component - rapid setting -

woodfiller

SUPERSOFT 2 Component Woodfiller-
stains beautifullY

WOODSTOP Air dried wood and grain filler

WOODSTOP - STAINABIE Air dried stainable
woodfiller

EDCE SEAL For sealing MDF edges-
filling veneers

EDOE SEAL THINNERS For thinning and for
spray application

FLOW CREAM 2 Component creamy surfacing
filler-can be brush aPPlied

SHUTTER FlLt 2 Component filler for wood
and metal shuttering panels

PVA Fast setting - water resistant - high bond
strength

CONTACT Versatile adhesive with high tack,
long open time

EXPANDING FOAM Aerosol foam - fills -

insulates - seals around pipes - fixes door and
window frames

BONDAFLEX PU Moisture cured flexible
sealant - strong bond

BONDA RUST PRIMER Provides long lasting
protection to metal surfaces

O4 DAMP SEAI A moisture cured damp seal

for concrete - brtck - Plaster

BONDASEAT CLEAR A tough clear varnish -

excellent adhesion

BONDACLEANER A powerful cleaner for resins


